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SUMMARY 

A survey of the performance of large NFC accelerators is presented 

with emphasis on voltage performance and coror..: voltage distribution 

systems. The RF impedance of combinations of accelerator tube, closed 

corona tube and column is discussed. The role played by SF 6 break

down products on corora systems is explored and new observations of 

deposists on corona needle tips are shown. Expectations of future 

performance of large NFC machines are given. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is ten years since the first NFC accelerator was commissioned 

at Sao Paulo. Since that time, NFC machines have become a major 

presence among large electrostatic accelerators. It is timely then, 

to review the progress of these machines. For those of us with 

older NF.C installations, there is the interest in seeing how well our 

efforts compare to others. Among those responsible for new NEC 

machines now being designed or commissioned, there is the need to 

see in perspective, the near-term possibilities for their accelerators. 

Among those with non-NFC machines, there is the need to know the 

accomplishments and shortcomings of the NF.C option. 

In a iay, it is unfair to categorize .any set of accelerators 

s iinnly as NFC or 1IVF.C machines. While it is obviously true that the 

manufacturer has a dominant effect on the ultimate performance of the 

accelerator,the final long-term performance is, in a significant 

measure, in the hands of the purchaser. 

The first figure fl) shows NFC machines listed according to the 

date of the first experiment. If one deletes the si.uill machines, and 

ignores the conversions at Munich and Argonne, the early years are 

almost third-worldly. 

There are many facets of accelerator technology to which NFC has 

made significant contributions. Surely, though, the NFC accelerator 

tube and the corona voltage distribution systems must be among the 

most important and the ones whose current rate of development have the 

biggest impact on present and future machines. I must defend omitting 

.-barging chains from my list of two. 'Iliis is not because they are 

insignificant , but rather that their success is so widespread as to be 

commonplace. No machine in this survey was limited in any aspect of 

performance by its chain charging system. 



The only conversions included in this survey are the Argonne 

FN/8UP and the Munich MP/13.3111) because they use NFC tubes and corona 

voltage distribution systems. The smaller machines are only incidentally 

included as their experience illuminates that of large machines. 

Finally, the cut-off for "large" has arbitrarily been taken as 8UD 

and above. 

1 '• VOI.TAGI; PFKFORMANCI; 

Voltage performance has two main aspects: gradient and total 

voltage. Obviously, only gradient can be compared among the disparate 

machines. Figure 1 shows the gradient in MV per unit, the most 

convenient term by which to compare Nlif installations. In the more 

universal term of MV/metcr, a nominal 1 MV/iinit is equivalent to 

^1. ~" MV/meter. This, however, ignores minor and major dead sections 

which have become a feature of the larger machines. These dead sections 

aren't entirely on the debit side since, at the expense of gradient, 

they provide sites for vacuum pumps, lenses and apertures. In large 

machines, such facilities would have to be provided in any case. The 

solid regions correspond to the voltage range over which experiments 

have been performed; the dashed regions represent the h.ghest gradient 

achieved in sectional conditioning. 

First, what does the gradient performance of the small machine 

tell us? In all cases, they perform at their nominal gradient. They 

have been conceived to satisfy specific and limited needs; this they 

clearly accomplish. Their performance, at at least 1 MV/tmit, is a 

bench mark against which all larger machines must be measured. 

Now let us look in more detail at the temporal features of this 

figure. With the exception of the Argonne machine, one could observe 

that the longer a machine has been in service, the higher is the 
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achieved operational gradient. This improvement is not of uniform 

slope but episodic. In the case of Sao Paulo, it dates from the 

installation of reconditioned tubes in 1979. In Canberra's case, 

the improvement was more monotonic, though a discrete improvement 

occurred with the elimination of sand from the machine in 1977. 

There is probably no one involved with any electrostatic 

accelerator who would disagree with the premise that the longer an 

accelerator and its tube can be left undisturbed, the better will 

be its performance. It is very difficult to strike the balance 

between preventive and defensive maintenance on the one hand, and 

interested forebearancc on the other. Perhaps the better gradient 

performance of the Canberra machine compared to those at Tsukuba 

and Rehovot can, in large measure, be ascribed to its having been 

in operation almost three years longer. 

When I prepared this figure, it was with the intention of 

documenting the superiority of the Canberra machine. You could well 

imagine my chagrin to see the Argonne IN/MUD and the Sao Paulo 81li) 

operating at higher gradients. One possible explanation of this 

situation is that the SUP or IN/SUD somehow represents a fortuitous 

combination of gradient, geometry and total voltage. This not very 

constructive hypothesis was popular in the 1960s when comparing FNs 

to MPs. The SDH/14IIP differences might well be due to some total 

voltage or stored energy effects discussed later. Incidental 

mechanical differences might also have had important RF consequences. 

To some extent, the Munich MP operating at 0.94 MV/unit compared 

to the Argonne IN working at 1 . I.r> MV/unif, mirrors the earlier Ml'/FN 

discrepancy. The Munich problem was probably exacerbated by the mismatch 

between the low RF impedance of the NFC tube in the high impedance 

structure. The IIVFC tube may well be in some sense more robust, but 

equally, it draws less of the spark in;1, power to it than does the NFC 

arrancement . 



The Munich experience brings me to a final observation about 

voltage performance: total voltage. I draw your attention to the 

cashed areas of figure 1 whore the gradients represented are 

between 1 MV/unit to 1.5 MV/unit, and have been achieved while 

conditioning subsections of the accelerators. Why is it that sub

sections can withstand of the order of 20* greater voltage stress 

than can the entire accelerator? In part, the accepted explanation 

is that long distance coupling in tubes does occur. That this 

coupling can be minimized, has been the goad behind the developments 

of the inclined field tube, heated aperture decoupling and minor 

dead section electron traps. In spite of these innovations, "the 

larger the machine, the lower the operational gradient" is still a 

good rule of thumb. Why? 

I think the reason is connected with the fact that the instabiliti 

induced, which limit performance, at least in NHC accelerator tubes, 

are associated with particulate matter. These particles and their 

participation in instabilities are distributed throughout the length 

of the tube. I-vidence for ::uch particles has been observed at Munich, 

Paresbury and Canberra. The problem is, not long tube coupling, but 

gradient distortions elsewhere in the tube, sufficient to trigger 

other isolated instabi1itcs. When such tube activity is vigorous 

and/or widespread, the superposition of all the propagated disturbances 

produces a gradient distortion which overstresscs the external field 

and causes a massive breakdown. In any machine, some fraction of 

the discharge power is carried by the tube structure. At high power, 

such discharges will produce more particulate material in the tube 

which ii turn sows the seeds of further discharges. At Munich, more 

material may have been produced in the tube than could be conditioned 

away into safe locations. 
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As larger machines are built, the absolute amount of energy 

the tube will be asked to transport will increase. This will be the 

case even if the tube transports the same fraction of total energy in 

larger machines as it does in say the 81JD. Unfortunately, in larger 

machines, novel geometries and non-proportional alterations in well 

tried arrangements have been necessary. Is there any justification 

for the hope that these innovations fortuitously protect the tube 

better than say the t-.V/SUD geometry docs? Machines are still being 

designed mainly on the basis of electrostatics when it is the 

c 1 ctrodynamics which will determine their success. 

Some open questions for new \T-.(* machines are 

1) Is the proximity of the accelerator tube to the periphery of 

the machines in single ended tandems a source of extra tube 

stress? 

2) Does the new technique of fixing the tube to the castings in 

machines ultimately couple more or less Rl; power into the tube? 

31 What is the role and optimum configuration of intermediate 

tie connections between the tube and rings? 

•1) f'o corona tube? put at risk or protect the accelerator tube 

during discharge? 

IL' •_ C 0 R O N A VOI.TAGH I)ISTKIBUTION SYSTI-MS 

There are two types of corona voltage distribution systems. 

The open one, where the coronn points arc in the general atmosphere of 

tank gas, and the closed one, where the corona points arc in the 

volume at separately adjustable gas pressure. The table indicates 

which labs use which type system. 
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) Corona Voltage Distribution Systems 
Open Changing Closed 

Sao Paulo 
1 Canberra 

Chalk River 
1 Melbourne 

Munich 
Battelle 

i I.unJe 
j Tsukuba 

i 
i 
! 
1 

Tokai 
Oak Ridge 
Buenos Aires 

Ui-hovot 
Argonne 

1 

The advantage of the closed type is that any gradient can be 

achieved with sufficient corona currents by adjusting the pressure 

in the small volume of SFg in the corona tubes. This advantage, in 

large measure, is counter-balanced by the difficulty in inspecting 

the points for damage. In the early years of the Canberra machine, 

the open corona system provided a useful diagnostic tool. The 

localization of point damage facilitated the development of tube to 

column tic arrangements which minimized point failure and probably 

tube RF stress. It is this convenience of inspection and diagnosis 

as well as easy replacement that has encouraged the shift from 

the closed to open system in Tokai and Oak Ridge. 

The priniciple of the corona system is quite straightforward. 

The build-up of a brown deposit on the plane to which the needles 

corona is a well-known observation. But there are some nagging 

worries. In closed systems, what happens to the SF & breakdown 

products? How docs their production and concentration affect the 

current at fixed voltage shortly after fresh Sf;
6 is introduced to 

a closed system? 
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To explore some of these questions, a test system was set up 

at Oak Ridge in 1979. In this experiment, a small volume of SF 6 

was subjected to much higher currents than obtain in an operating 

machine, that is 30 uA/needles as opposed to 10. The surprise of 

this effort was the discovery of the accumulation of white, 

crystalline, hygroscopic deposits on the tips of the needles. 

Figure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of one such needle 

tip. Clearly the material is much sharper, on the microscopic 

scale, than are the underlying needles tips. 

The extension of this work to allow continuous microscopic 

inspection of the needle tips during corona, was pursued at Canberra. 

In a single needle small volume, high current apparatus such white 

caps were again produced. The conditions for production of these 

deposits are not completely sorted out. Nevertheless, one could 

observe through a microscope the origin of the corona current as it 

danced among the promontories of the sharp white deposit. From 

time to time, chunks of the material would be dislodged changing 

the geometry and causing jumps in corona current. 

These observations remained a curiosity because of the non-

representative circumstances of their production. However, in 

February of this year, as a result of the gradual failure of the 

SF 6 purification system at Canberra these white caps appeared in 

an operating machine. Figure 3 shows an optical microphotograph 

of a corona triode needle from the Canberra machine. All the corona 

needles in the distribution system were similarly capped. The 

symptom that led to this realization was the instability of the 

corona triodc current. Variation of IS uA in SO pA were common on 

a minute by minute basis. Presumably this current variation is 

caused by the white cap changing shape and chunks being propelled 

toward the terminal. In figure 4, one can see these terminal 
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voltage variations at 13-8 W with SO uA of trioHe current and 20 IIA 

of lost charge. At 13.6 MV and 14.fc HV, with no triode current, the 

instability is gone. The removal of the white caps froa the triode 

needles restored triode current stability. We were unable to either 

clean or change the corona points throughout the rest of the Machine 

and ascribe the subsequent lack of eerie stability to their presence. 

The appearance of this problea in the open system of the MUD alnost 

guarantees its occurrence in closed corona systems. 

A few years ago the Argonne closed corona system was operated 

in the batch mode, that is a charge of SF 6 was introduced at the 

appropriate pressure for operation. It was kept there for several 

days without recirculation or purification. The corona current at 

fixed terminal voltage decreased by up to 50% within the first few 

hours. While it is likely that this behaviour is associated with 

white caps on the points, the detailed explanation is still speculation. 

There is no enclosed corona system which adequately monitors and 

maintains the purity of the SF 6. If breakdown product effects can 

become apparent in the 30 tons of SF 6 in an open system, surely in 

a closed system these effects are rampant. Can the current instabil

ities caused by breakdown products on corona points do other than 

encourage tube transients which in turn cause massive discharges? 

If it is reasonable to suppose that half the SF 6 breakdown products 

are produced in the closed corona system, should that system not 

have at least half the purification capacity? 

IV. OTHER CATF.GORIFS 

Some other questions surveyed will now be listed. 

The questions about transmission were not specific enough in re

quiring the labs to indicate which ion source was used. Also experience 

of different beam species varied. As well, each installation essentially 
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has unique beau transport systems which devalue comparison. Nevertheless, 

for oxygen, the oaly bean reported in each case, the average transmission 

Mas V»0t with foil stripping. Nickel transmission was reported at S0% 

for Argonne and AMI. Double stripping operation was only reported from 

Munich and Canberra both at St of operational tine. 

Corona point lifetimes varied from a few thousand to tens of thousands 

of hours. The criteria for replacement are very subjective. Those with 

open access to the point system changed them more frequently. 

Charging chain lifetimes also varied from a few thousand hours to 

30 thousand hours at Munich. This is probably due to the great variety 

of causes of chain breakage. 

Control and monitoring systems are of two main types. The most 

widespread is the old NF.C lucitc rod plus TV system. Once the un-

reliabilites in the rod equipment were rectified, this arrangement has 

provided satisfactory service. Other labs have developed their own 

more sophisticated apparatus. Generally, hard work in this area has paid 

off, for example at Munich and Argonnc. The new machines at Tokai and 

Oak Ridge have more sophisticated computer controlled systems, which seem 

to be reliable. Buenos Aires will have a hybrid installation of rods 

and computers. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

My crystal hall is clouded with SF 6 breakdown products. The 8UD 

class machine is a success. The 12-14UDs Mill clearly also achieve 

their promise as our experience at Canberra indicates. Ilow far will 

they go in converting already realized gradients of up to 1.2 MV/unit, 

into the equivalent terminal voltage of over 16 MV? At Canberra we 

think a reasonable goal for next year is IS MV. The really big machines, 
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2» to 27 units, are still eery young. Their first hurdle vill be I Mr/unit 

reliably. If the past is a gui>e. this Bight take two years. Detailed 

conparisons between the 2PW» straight through design, and the 26UK 

single ended type, night well answer questions about the placeacat of the 

accelerator tube and its RF stressing. 

Open and closed corona systeas will continue to co-exist. The 

amplications of reiatroduciag closed systcas to Totai aad Oak Ridge 

will delay a reappearance. The role of SF t breakdown products upon 

both types of corona systeas i ill need to be explored. Their effects 

oa chains, voltage stability and purification strategy are still open 

questions. 
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